Examples of how to show evidence of student achievement and evidence of leadership

The following are just a few example you may use:

Provide evidence that addresses how students improved their academic achievement based upon efforts in which you were involved, such as...

Examples of artifacts that demonstrate student achievement:
   1. Description of School wide initiatives targeting academic achievement improvements implemented by you
   2. Description of your involvement in the assessment program: Testing, Scheduling, Score analysis
   3. Description of tutoring services provided by you
   4. Copy of your Framework for Evaluation & Professional Growth documents noting academic achievement of students as a strength demonstrated by you
   5. Copies of data from school report card that reflects trend data involving students who have received instruction from you

Provide evidence that addresses how you have used your “leadership” abilities and expertise to influence others or advance our profession, such as...

Evidence of artifacts that demonstrate leadership abilities:

   1. Copies of memos, agendas, conference programs that explicitly identifies you in a “leadership” or “presenter” role
   2. Copies of certificates or special recognitions you have received that reflects characteristics of a “leader”
   3. Description of events or tasks that you have completed as a recognized “leader”
   4. Letter of acceptance/confirmation for grants you submitted and received funding
   5. Copies or samples of articles / published works you have composed and submitted (may include a brief description of any previous educational research, if appropriate)
   6. Club Sponsor/Faculty adviser